Planet Project Assignment and Evaluation Sheet

Project Description:
Design a Poster

Design a poster about the planet you chose to research. The poster can be any size, but must include the following information.
- The name of your planet
- A drawing or picture of the planet
- The size of the planet and its distance from the sun
- How many moons the planet has
- The temperature of the planet
- The Description of what the planet looks like
- Any fascinating or fun facts you learned about the planet.

Evaluation

This is how you will be graded on the project. Each part of the project is worth points on the evaluation.

___/10 points – Neatness and spelling on the poster
___/10 points- Name of planet on your poster
___/10 points- Drawing or picture of the planet
___/10 points – Size of the planet is on your poster
___/10 points- - What is the planet’s distance from the sun?
___/10 points – How many moons does the planet have?
___/10 points – The average temperature
___/10 points – Describe what the planet looks like
___/10 points – Any fascinating facts about your planet
___/10 points – Oral presentation (eye contact/ volume/ posture
___/100 points
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Project Description:
Build a Model and Talk About It
Build a model of your planet from found materials (playdough, balloons, or a ball) and give an oral presentation in front of the class about what you learned. You must include the following information..
- The name of your planet
- The size of the planet and its distance from the sun
- How many moons the planet has
- The temperature of the planet
- The Description of what the planet looks like
- Any fascinating or fun facts you learned about the planet.

Evaluation
This is how you will be graded on the project. Each part of the project is worth points on the evaluation.

___/15 points – Does the model look like the planet?
___/10 points- Name of planet in your speech
___/10 points – Size of the planet is on your poster
___/10 points- - What is the planet’s distance from the sun?
___/10 points – How many moons does the planet have?
___/10 points – The average temperature on your planet
___/10 points – Describe what the planet looks like
___/10 points – Any fascinating facts about your planet
___/15 points – Oral presentation (eye contact/ volume/ posture

___/100 points
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Project Description:
Astronaut Reporter

Pretend you are an astronaut who has just landed on your planet, and you are reporting what you see back to the people of Earth. Tell us what it is like on your planet in a live broadcast to our classroom. You may prepare a written script to read if you would like, or you can have questions from our class during your live broadcast. You must include the following information in your broadcast;

- A picture or drawing of what the planet looks like
- The name of your planet
- The size of the planet and its distance from the sun
- How many moons the planet has
- The temperature of the planet
- The description of what the planet looks like
- Any fascinating or fun facts you learned about the planet.

Evaluation
This is how you will be graded on the project. Each part of the project is worth points on the evaluation.

Evaluation
____/10 points – Introduce yourself as an astronaut reporter and tell about your trip to the planet
____/10 points – Name of planet in your speech
____/10 points – Size of the planet
____/10 points – What is the planet’s distance from the sun?
____/10 points – How many moons does the planet have?
____/10 points – The average temperature on your planet
____/10 points – Describe what the planet looks like
____/10 points – Any fascinating facts about your planet
____/20 points – Oral presentation (eye contact/ volume/ posture
____/100 points